
 
RESOLVED - Hurry Up and Wait - January 25 
 
Introduction 
There is a big difference in placing our hope in ourselves (our plan) or placing our hope 
in the Highest Powers plan (in God’s plan). When our hope is rooted in our plan, it can 
only be as strong as we are at any given moment; and waiting can become frustrating 
to the point of giving up. When our hope is placed in a promise from God, we are 
empowered to patiently wait by a strength only made available through faith.  
  
Discussion Questions 

1. Talk about sometimes in your life when you had to wait for something you really 
needed or really wanted. How did you handle having to wait?  

2. What do you find to be the most difficult part about waiting? Why do you find this 
part of waiting so difficult?  

3. In the message Jon said: “The amount we struggle with waiting is only as difficult 
as the amount we resist to wait”. He went to on to say that the real struggle is in 
finding the acceptance in having to wait. In your own experience, how have you 
found this to be true? What tools did you use to help find the acceptance in 
waiting?  

4. Genesis chapters 15-17 tell a story of a couple who had to wait for 25 years to 
finally see a promise from God fulfilled in their life. When you think about your 
own life, is there some promise from God that you have been waiting on for a 
long time? How has waiting so long affected your faith? How can this group help 
you in your waiting?  

  
Moving Forward 
Whatever we are waiting on today, we need to ask ourselves:  
Am I waiting on God’s promise or am I waiting on my own plans?  
How we answer this question reveals how much resolve is truly available to us for 
whatever we are waiting on. Remember, our resolve is only as strong as the truth we 
own. If we are the basis of our own truth then we can expect our resolve to only be as 
strong as we are at any given moment. When our hope is placed in a promise from God, 
we are empowered to patiently wait by a strength only made available through faith.  If 
you are in a season right now where waiting is what you have been called to do, find a 
promise from the word of God that you can put your faith in so that your strength to 
wait is empowered by THE truth and you are able to find the resolve to wait patiently on 
God.  
  
Changing Your Mind - Commit this to memory 
...being confident of this, that He (God) who began a good work in you will carry it on to 
completion until the day of Christ Jesus. - Philippians 1:6 (TNIV)  
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